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To Assist the Reader;

Search online photos of the Barrel Eyed Fish

whose brain illuminates with energy.

 Bats emit energy to avoid objects.

 Animals sense fear in their prey.

Mass Coincidence of prophets predictions prove

accurate. Psychics feel your car keys to connect

with your aura energy then rap off events and

names of people in your life.

Mass Coincidence of talking at the same time,

stopping at a stop sign the same time and more.

 A field of aura energy is around us as aura

energy streams to and from our mind.

Our evolution allows ability to sense aura energy

thus we advance from subliminal to conscious

awareness of aura energy.



To Assist the Reader;

1st Watch DVD’s on Creation of our Universe as

atoms and molecules create matter and cells.

2nd Comprehend outer space as dark and void.

Big Bang then occurred with language governing

atoms, molecules and elements as matter and life

formed with evolution.

3rd Realise something allowed Big Bang. We

refer this something as our Supreme Entity.

As in a chain of command, Supreme Entity

allowed Big Bang who allowed micro energy

above atom and molecule to govern language of

creation. Life and evolution then occurred at the

pace of universe time with aura energy.

 We are bound together within aura energy.

We own nothing in respect to privacy of

thought. Anticipation and movements are

not private. We own nothing only borrow.

Reasonable theory compliments scientific proof

as we journey from a beginning of time to date.

Are You Ready for INOCRITY



PREFACE

 Natural Energy = in the universe before we

evolved.

 Unnatural Energy = man made energy as;

radar, cell phones, microwaves and power

grids for electricity.

 Aura Energy = streams in an energy field to

and from our mind with cerebral codes.

 Micro Energy = above atom and molecule,

micro energy originates from Big Bang and

governs language of natural energy creation

including aura energy.

 Supreme Entity = allowed Big Bang with

micro energy to govern language of creation

for atom, molecule and matter. Life followed

with evolution to interact with aura energy.

 INOCRITY = a food chain within aura

energy. In a feeding frenzy, we are tapped

or possessed as;

VICTIMS or FORTUNATE RECIPIENTS



PRINCIPLE of INOCRITY

A food chain and language in the world of aura

energy ensures we are tapped or possessed as;

VICTIMS or FORTUNATE RECIPIENTS

VICTIMS

 Stillborn in the womb, elderly, addictions.

The challenged and everyone to a degree.

FORTUNATE RECIPIENTS

 A superstar is born; basketball, football,

boxing, athletic ability and more.

 A creative boom occurs with musicians,

inventors, scholars and everyone’s space or

serenity on a daily basis. We are all bound

together in aura energy, nothing is private.

Clarification;

Cerebral codes of natural energy stream to and

from aura and the mind. One language of aura

energy referred as INOCRITY ensures we are in

this food chain as predator or prey.

Supreme Entity Cerebral Codes Stream to Aura



At the pace of universe time our evolution

includes ability to sense aura energy. We refer

findings as 6th sense, intuition, psychic, the ID or

unknown, paranormal, prophecy with emphasis

on Mass Coincidence relates to aura energy.

Mass Coincidence;

a) Stop at a stop sign same instant opposing car

does? Raise a glass the same time as someone

else? Sneeze, laugh or speak at the same time?

b) Mind feels full? Disorders? Divorce? Hissing

noise? Need a clearing? Need space? Psychics

and premonition? Personality conflict?

c) Went to get something and when you get there

you forgot why or what you went there for?

d) In a theatre while watching a movie someone

made movement or sound identical to a scene

when they never saw the movie before?

e) Could someone be talking at the same pace

you think or read? Is your mind private?

Mass Coincidence reveals past, present and

future resides within aura energy where we are all

bound within aura energy as predator or prey in

the food chain of INOCRITY.

Equalisation of INOCRITY is revealed hereinafter.



Mass Coincidence witnessed by most reveal we

are not possessed by demons being we project

and are projected upon by our own combination of

aura energy. Spiritual gifts result from language in

the unseen world of aura energy.

Personality conflict? Try you are near epicenter

of aura energy, not a VICTIM and in an ok place.

Songs won’t leave your mind? At least you know

what’s in there. They say 80% of our mind is not

used. Update; Aura energy just entered the

calculation as a tenant renting mind space.

 Unexplained shootings from reasonable

people? Suicide?

INOCRITY = Object to incur a deviating process

to endow. There is equalisation of aura energy.

Email an encounter you observe. We may post

online or feature in Volume #3 where we explain

the above plus building and protecting your aura.

Email: Encounter@Talent7.com

Website: Talent7.com

HARD HATS ON as we reveal a food chain in the

unseen world of aura energy; INOCRITY



Chapter 1 – Beginning of Time with Energy

Chapter 2 – Cerebral code Frequency, Address

Chapter 3 – Limits of Theoretical Projection

Chapter 4 – Mental Gymnastics, Religion

Chapter 5 – Screenplay intro for INOCRITY

Equalization Aura Interaction



Chapter 1

Beginning of Time with Energy;

Big Bang occurred. Something had to allow all of

this. We cannot prove anything before Big Bang

therefore conclude a Supreme Entity allowed Big

Bang and micro energy to govern a language of

creation including aura energy.

Scientific Proof documents atoms, molecules,

elements, matter and energy created universe,

galaxies, solar system, planets and life. Evolution

followed at the pace of universe time.

 We are not saying some God in outer space

watches the universe with his eyes creating

all of this with his hands. Fact is we don’t

know.

 We are not saying our galaxy is a molecule

or atom to a larger world, object or fungus

out there. Fact is we don’t know.

We are saying a Supreme Entity allowed Big

Bang. Micro energy governs molecule, atom and

aura energy We evolved ability to sense then

interact with aura energy. We project to aura and

are projected upon by aura energy.



Clarification;

A Supreme Entity above atom and molecule

allowed micro energy to govern a language of

creation with atoms, molecules, elements, gas

and matter.

Life then evolved at the pace of universe time with

ability to sense aura energy thus we advance

from subliminal to conscious awareness of aura

energy.

Aura energy streams to and from our mind.

The Human Mind: From This To This

Mind receptors receive aura energy triggering

impulse for muscle movement, heartbeat and life

functions infinite includes instinct, thought and

memory.

From Big Bang to what we are now is result of

evolution at the pace of universe time.

 As you progress in reading we rely on the

term Mass Coincidence to support or fuel

reasonable theory as scientific proof.



Chapter 2

Cerebral Code and Address;

Email, cellphone and GPS have send codes with

an address to receive a stream of information.

Clarification;

Oxygen and Hydrogen molecules have send

codes with an address to receive. Upon contact

both create water.

Earth’s surface is not a total mass of water

meaning not all Hydrogen and Oxygen molecules

upon contact create water.

This reasonable theory fuels scientific proof a

language of equalization within micro energy does

exist and appears governed by a Supreme Entity.

Clarification;

Mind receptors respond only to natural aura

energy with matching cerebral send and receive

codes trigger calculations for infinite functions

include movement, instinct, thought and memory.

Mind receptors do not respond to all energy or we

would be a twitching mass of spasm. This affirms

equalization within aura energy does exist.



Unnatural Energy;

Equalization of aura energy prevents unnatural

energy from triggering mind receptors is a vital

and fortunate process to have.

 Unnatural energy did not evolve at the pace

of universe time from Big Bang.

Man-made unnatural energy arrived having no

governing authority from Supreme Entity and no

cerebral codes mind receptors relate to.

Unnatural energy fatigues the mind having to

calculate and reject unnatural energy then accept

natural aura energy triggering mind receptors.

Only natural energy evolving at the pace of

universe time evolved cerebral send and receive

codes sufficient to trigger mind receptors. This is

language of equalization within aura energy.

Clarification;

Our massive energy field of unnatural energy

around our globe resembles a creeping vine or

hitchhiker trying to catch a free ride burning and

overworking receptors thus altering evolution with

natural energy and balance of aura equalization.



Clarification;

Unnatural energy streams to and from aura like a

parasite or hitch hiker.

Unnatural energy resembles fresh

water with bacteria. We drink then

get sick.

 Fatigue and disorders result having to

calculate and reject this surplus energy.

Unnatural energy arrived having no evolution at

the pace of universe time receptors relate to.

Final Clarification;

Scientific Proof documents the brain as matter

whose receptors receive natural aura energy

triggers impulse allowing movement of limb or

muscle, heartbeat and senses for millions of life

functions infinite including instinct and thought.

Unnatural energy forces a rate of evolution to our

24 hour clock and not the pace of universe time.

 Not all energy triggers mind receptors is

reasonable theory complimenting scientific

proof an equalization process within the

language of aura energy exists.

We address in detail Volume #3



Chapter 3

Limits of Theoretical Projection;

Our evolution with natural energy at the pace of

universe time allows ability to sense, interact and

describe aura energy verbally and writing.

 We project and are projected upon.

Mass Coincidence reveals present, past and

future reside within aura energy.

Example; A North Carolina geologist chose an

absolute desolate spot and stuck his pick on a

prehistoric fossil. Aura spirit knew of this fossil

triggering impulse to guide many more geologists,

scientists and people’s discovery or encounters.

Mass Coincidence of predictions from prophets,

6th sense, mother’s intuition, premonitions and

alike is aura energy on a daily basis.

To sense and interact with aura energy requires

projection to and from aura similar to a blind bat

projects to navigate.

 We project and are projected upon is one

process of evolution within aura energy.

Email an encounter, discovery or coincidence of

intuition or anything relating we can post.



Limits of Theoretical Projection; INOCRITY;

A language within aura energy referred as

INOCRITY ensures;

 We are Victims or Fortunate Recipients.

Victims Fortunate Recipients

Victims of the food chain of aura energy are;

 Still birth in the womb with no defence

mechanism or aura barrier except what

maternal instinct provides.

 Elderly whose faculties and defence

mechanism break down aura barriers.

 Drugs sacrifice your soul to aura energy.

 Mentally challenged disorders are not all

genetic. Some result from being tapped

excessive in the womb or thru our life.

 Depression and paranoia is declared as not

hereditary and a process of equalization

countering INOCRITY.

We address in detail; Volume #3



Creative boom in 60’s. LSD condemns your mind

to the food chain of INOCRITY to become a

VICTIM feeding FORTUNATE RECIPIENTS.

 Drug use guarantees a soul sacrifice to the

food chain of INOCRITY.

Clarification;

Taking drugs rips your aura barrier apart in a soul

sacrifice to aura energy. In a feeding frenzy, aura

energy streams to and from VICTIMS creating

FORTUNATE RECIPIENTS. VICTIMS mostly

homeless sense and afraid to admit possession

are in fear of being committed. Some believe we

are possessed then seek revenge. Example to

the max portrayed in a movie with a title;

“Dawn of the Dead”

Equalization Vs INOCRITY;

A feeding frenzy can rip a sane person’s core of

sanity to ground zero without taking drugs.

Aura equalization is a language preventing a

vicious attack on one’s aura.

Like the Robin Hood effect, aura equalization

responds to our actions and thoughts to protect

where INOCRITY is an event of sheer predator.



Clarification;

Supreme Entity governs equalization of aura

energy and limits theoretical projection.

 There are limits to theoretical projection.

 Build your aura. Protect your aura. Achieve

the buffer zone of equalization.

 Understand language in the unseen world of

aura energy. . . We explain in Volume #3.

Knowledge retained, arranged creatively diverts

beneficially unwanted gestures thus enticing

creative retentive intellect with the exception of;

 Somebody could be talking at the same

pace you think or read. How private is your

mind? This is one precipice of INOCRITY.

Aura energy knows everything. We are all bound

together in aura energy where nothing is private.

We own nothing. We only borrow and return in an

ongoing food chain within aura energy.

Equalization of aura energy ensures you are not a

VICTIM or FORTUNATE RECIPIENT and neutral

in status.

Secure privacy of the mind. Self exorcism on a

small scale. Achieve equalisation you are not

VICTIM or FORTUNATE RECIPIENT. Volume #3



Chapter 4

Mental Gymnastics; Theory and Fact

Natural or micro energy is our immune system

healing damaged tissue without unnatural energy.

Unnatural energy used by paramedics starts a

failing heartbeat with paddles and electric current.

Clarification;

Like cave man seeing fire the first time we altered

unnatural energy for minor medical healing. We

found limitations compared to what micro energy

offers as a natural process of healing.

 Parkinson’s, depression, anxiety and

alzheimer related symptoms are believed

not genetic and may subside if we harness

micro energy’s cerebral codes specific for

each impairment or treatment.

On the contrary we fear man’s ability to control

micro energy based on the killer bee disaster.

Harnessing micro energy incurs risk to evolution

and language of atom and molecule and aura

energy could spiral out of control with no remedy.

“Why Tamper With Micro Energy”



Clarification;

For scientists to master micro energy results a

man-made killer bee effect of infinite disaster to

the language of natural energy.

Ability to alter atom and molecule’s path of

creation and evolution results infinite destruction.

 Trees may not create oxygen in daytime.

 Oxygen meets hydrogen creates water

where water may not create.

 Unnatural energy may finally enter and alter

our existing language of aura energy.

 Evolution from the womb to birth may not

function the pace of universe time.

Theory #1; Altering Evolution

a) being we created a force field of unnatural

energy around the globe which include power grid

transformers that solar flares enter and explode.

b) being solar flares break down Ozone.

Then our power grid and force field of unnatural

energy around the globe is similar to our sun’s

solar flare of electricity on a small scale. Ozone is

not breaking down, rather is merely not creating

as if micro energy evolves with presence of

unnatural energy we are altering micro energy.



Theory #2; Unnatural Energy

1. Measure energy of the sun, solar flares and

natural energy before we evolved.

2. Measure energy from cell phones, radar,

satellite, microwaves and all transmissions of

unnatural energy after we evolved.

3. Study behaviour disorders of babies in the

womb before 1970’s and after.

Are there more hyperactive and retention span

disorders or depression per capita after 1970?

Has the mind reacted to unnatural energy?

 Are honey bees disappearing as magnitude

of unnatural energy increases?

 Is the earth a large microwave oven we

are cooking at a slow pace?

 Are public shootings a result of unnatural

energy affecting the mind?

As we sense intrusion of unnatural energy could

result a cause of paranoia and affects relating.

Doctors must realise cause of paranoia in part is

unnatural energy and INOCRITY in aura energy.

“Mess with the Bull, you get the Horn”

“We Have Messed With Mother Nature”



Theory #3; Psychics

Science declares our brain calculates millions of

functions with portions of our brain as memory,

sight and movement etc.

Science has not defined what the 80% unused

portion of our brain matter does and science has

not considered aura energy into any factor.

Mass Coincidence of accuracy from psychics

and prophecy plus people doing things the same

instant is reasonable theory fueling scientific proof

we are bound together within aura energy. This

reveals nothing is private. We own nothing.

Psychics do not enter your mind and enter aura

energy for the find. Everything resides in aura

energy as we all project and are projected upon.

We believe mind receptors house only cerebral

send and receive codes for that function. Bulk of

energy for memory and functions infinite are

housed within aura and not in your mind.

To do anything mind receptors stream proprietary

send or receive codes to aura who returns bulk

energy to receptors feeding or streaming your

anticipation or request for movement, thought and

life functions infinite.

We address in detail; Volume #3



Theory #4; Rogue Energy

When you pass away, events of your entire life,

spirit or soul remain in aura as a form of rogue

energy with cerebral send codes intact.

Rogue energy send codes cannot find receptor

receiving codes being you are no longer there.

 We refer this as rogue energy or cerebral

codes looking for their recipient.

Rogue energy trying to locate the person not

there explains paranormal as we sense intrusion.

Our mind may fabricate presence of someone we

lost in a defence mechanism resolves trauma

however a major % of encounters is true rogue

energy causing a reaction of communication to all.

Clarification;

You pass away. Everything you did remains in

aura as rogue energy with no recipient believed

by most to fade away.

I believe rogue energy remains out there as spirits

reappear through aura energy guiding discovery

of fossils or save lives in peril by a 6th sense or all

spiritual gifts good or evil derive from aura energy.

Email us an encounter. Encounter@Talent7.com



Theory #4; Mood Altering

Development of devices altering or harnessing

micro energy create speculation for public outcry.

A newly created robot senses our moods in a

download process on screen.

Will they upload cerebral codes to change our

moods at the flick of a switch is frightening this

aspect of micro energy manipulation.

 To create a device like a pacemaker to

change our moods is frightening.

With no restore feature in the event of upload

failure if send codes run bandit, what disaster are

we creating with tax dollars?

 Should we fight for legislation restricting

works to area 51?

 Is privacy at risk under plastic Rights of

Charters and Freedoms?

 Should the sun explode and save our slow

painful future?

Could countries perfect devices of cerebral code

interaction then stream cerebral codes by satellite

and GPS a city? Who needs nuclear at this rate.



Theory #5; Psychics and Prophecy

A psychic is not in your mind. Your everything is

in aura energy. Nothing is private.

 We all project and are projected upon.

Mass Coincidence of geologists or science

discoveries occur as if guided from spirits who

know of the treasure and provide impulse for the

find thru aura energy as a spiritual gift to us.

Mass Coincidence of people speaking, sneezing,

moving or doing things at the same time.

Mass Coincidence supports aura energy knows

everything harnessing past present and future.

Mass Coincidence could be language of aura

energy communication or 2nd coming of a spirit, or

presence in lieu of inability to speak.

Aura energy is one phase of natural energy

governed by Supreme Entity. Our calculation of

AMC and base of deductive reasoning reveal

Rogue energy an expired phase of natural energy

exists either in a new dimension or in aura energy

with no dimension where equalisation governs

communication from dimension or real time.

In detail, revealed in Volume #3

We welcome radio, TV or DVD for any debate.



Mental Gymnastics / Religion or Belief;

Witch craft, devil worship, cults and world religion

of all denominations are pioneers of their era and

unaware spiritual gifts reside within aura energy.

To not deprive above pioneers of their belief or

practise, all nationalities and religions of good,

atheist or evil should focus on fact;

 Supreme Entity is our creator from a point

creation began referred as; Big Bang.

World religion or belief refuse to admit we are a

product of evolution to save their belief of religion.

a) with no proof a mystical person created the

universe with eyes and hands let alone walk on

water and part the Red sea.

b) with reasonable theory and scientific proof a

creation with evolution occurred after Big Bang.

Then all stands to reason Supreme Entity before

Big Bang is our creator and aura energy exists by

Mass Coincidence and reasonable theory fuels

scientific proof.

World religion and beliefs in the manner they

operate portray their names similar to a bunch of

baseball teams. Their denomination is home

team. Different belief is the opposition.



Saying we did not evolve resembles handing your

followers a Lewis and Clark map in 2018 to tour

North America with no GPS. Evolution reveals

higher ranks of reasonable theory fueling scientific

proof Vs any primitive or unproven instance.

To admit evolution would increase belief and

popularity in any belief or denomination.

So called demonic possession or spiritual healing

is merely process of INOCRITY with equalization.

.

INOCRITY; object to incur a deviating process to

endow. Evolution at the pace of universe time

allows conscious awareness and interaction with

aura energy to manipulate or accept equalization.

Mass Coincidence of people moving or speaking

the same time and psychic or prophets past and

future accuracy is reasonable theory fueling

scientific proof we are bound within aura energy

where we project and are projected upon.



Spiritual gift from good or evil stands to reason

derives from aura energy Vs primitive theory.

Portals are not the transfer case for spiritual or

demonic possession for a Satan, poltergeist or

paranormal is merely rogue or aura energy fading

as a distant star with no recipient to connect.

If there are dimensions we cannot see like a 4th or

5th then a Satan, demon, gods and rogue energy

must be hiding there according to theory.

On the contrary, aura energy is here and requires

no dimension as we interact with aura energy as

we all project and are projected upon is fact.

Mass Coincidence may reveal aura energy as

the 2nd coming of a spirit communicating in the

form of aura energy in lieu of inability to speak.

Finally, world religion and evil worship or any

belief should consider aura equalization where

spiritual gifts or spiritual experience is aura energy

Vs dimensions of a hypothetical state.

INOCRITY; object to incur a deviating process to

endow in a feeding frenzy within aura energy.

Learn equalisation. Protect and build your aura.

We clarify in Volume #3



Chapter 5 – Screenplay intro for INOCRITY.

Intro: Big Bang. Accelerated FPS. Energy

creating planets as DVD’s show planet creation.

Events of nature, plant and animal evolution.

Drastic Sound Effect: Fish eats fish, animal

preys on animal or devour plants for food.

Molecules devour and create galaxies.

Salt water eats iron at rapid FPS.

Fade in;

Professor instructs class.

PROFESSOR

They can transplant a single mind receptor into a

computer and upload your mind and information

from aura energy.

STUDENTS

Wow. Cool.

TV NEWS COMMENTATOR

A medical breakthrough allows a mind receptor

transplanted (fade) into a computer.



Cut to: Cars at stop sign stop and go same time

repeated 4x. Argument breaks out.

TV NEWS COMMENTATOR

Scientists have harnessed Micro Energy and

realise they have a weapon foreign countries may

want. You mind is (fade) no longer private.

Cut to: Hippies with signs; Mind Reading

Violates privacy. Supreme Entity our God.

A hippie raises his head till we see black letters

across the forehead: SUPREME ENTITY.

HIPPIE

Read my mind? Read this.

Fade Out

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

END of SCREENPLAY SAMPLE

Updated log lines and synopsis on; Talent7.com



From the Author;

Born in Canada and raised in the USA, author

pledged allegiance to flag of the United States of

America for years in school and will support any

effort to keep this in the schools.

INOCRITY is a relentless language in the unseen

world of aura energy. Nothing you think or do is

private. Aura energy knows everything. Like a

cat stalking prey, your mind is not private.

This booklet attempts to advance awareness of

aura energy where a Satan, God, religion or belief

in lieu of inability to speak communicates as aura

energy is their language. Maintain equalization

within aura for inner peace and neutral status.

Volume #3 discerns the nature between any god,

evil or atheist as Mass Coincidence and process

of elimination reveals reasonable theory fueling

scientific proof we are all bound together.



If you received this booklet and did not purchase,

kindly respect our concept and buy a book to

enable Volume #3 the final release of INOCRITY.
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Report encounters or events you heard of relating

6th sense, sheer luck or someone guided by spirit

to discovery or misfortune. Encounters are then

assessed for validity in relation to aura energy for

a post on our website. Join the team.

Encounters: Encounter@Talent7.com



Relationships, disorders, creative and physical

attributes or failures, depression, personality

conflicts and more may occur within aura energy.

Medications create injured prey for INOCRITY.

Is micro energy possible to harness for cure?
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